Greenbyte
Customize Your Renewable
Energy Data Toolbox
Find power add-ons to supercharge your
Greenbyte platform.

This is Greenbyte Marketplace
Welcome to Greenbyte Marketplace, an initiative shaped to give you, our esteemed customer, a wide range of
advanced add-ons to level-up your Greenbyte capabilities.
Equip yourself with the tools you need to stay ahead in the rapidly expanding renewables market. Activate
state-of-the-art applications, data sets, consultancy services, and hardware developed by us and our partners to
meet your Greenbyte needs.
We want to enable you to get the most of your Greenbyte experience and be one step ahead of the competition.

Custom Data Push

Actionable Insights as a Service

Send data to third parties in any format or schedule.

Receive advanced analytics in an actionable
format to drive value

Pexapark Energy Sales Reporting

Customer Data Warehouse

Convert produced MWh to revenue regardless of
contractual complexity

Gain access to a database for SQL queries

High-Resolution Data Storage

Solargis Forecast Basic

Store high-resolution data in the long term

Enable 10-day ahead solar production forecast
data on hourly resolution

Empowering the people who power the world

Taxonomy

Predict

Assign energy losses to specific components and
make informed decisions on O&M

Predict component failures using machine
learning and SCADA data

Wind Production Forecast

Wind Turbine Control

Benefit from 14-day ahead production forecast on 15min resolution updated hourly

Start, stop, and reset turbines directly from
Greenbyte

i4SEE PerformanceTM

Solargis Forecast Professional

Increase power output across your fleet

Enable 10-day ahead solar production forecast
date on 15-min resolution including trackers

Solar Production Forecast

i4SEE DataCHECKTM

Leverage 14-day ahead production forecast on 15min resolution updated hourly

Clean data for even cleaner analytics

Solargis Monitor Professional

Solargis Monitor Basic

Incorporate real-time satellite data used to fill gaps in
pyranometer data

Incorporate daily updated satellite data used to fill
gaps in pyranometer data

Eisman Wind Reporting
Create Eisman reporting directly in Greenbyte

Frequently asked questions
Do I have to be a Greenbyte Customer to purchase add-ons from the marketplace?
Yes

Are marketplace add-ons free or priced?
Fees for add-ons are detailed in the fee schedule, provided to customers upon request.

How do I order an add-on?
To be able to purchase Marketplace add-ons customers need to be on a Greenbyte contract signed after November 1st 2019,
which denote the add-on purchasing process. Once you’ve found an add-on that you want, click the “Learn More” button and fill
in your details or simply reach out to your Customer Success Manager. A Greenbyte representative will reach out to you to provide
more information. Once you’ve signed an order form your add-on will be activated.

Can I develop add-ons for Marketplace?
In the future there will be a dedicated site available with deep API documentation for third-party developers. In the meantime, you
can contact marketplace@greenbyte.com to get API access.

How do I become a partner to Greenbyte Marketplace?
We want to grow Marketplace and give our customers access to new opportunities for them to become successful. If you think you
could be a good fit, please reach out to marketplace@greenbyte.com.

To learn more, visit our website at powerfactors.com

